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I call this piece Projection of Inner Thoughts. This clothing piece represents the internal mind of  young males/females growing up in 

unban communities in America. My intensions were to create a piece showing the battle of light and dark within a mind and somehow translate 

that onto an item of clothing. This hoodie will be apart of Successful Souls Fall 2016 collection that I am creating. I chose to create a hoodie for 

this project because I really wanted to see what kind of clothing I could create with a clear direction in mind. While designing this hoodie some 

themes I kept in mind were disability age and class.  

At first glance viewers of this piece might wonder what some of symbols on the piece represent. I like the mystery of the piece because 

it will make people question, wonder, and engage with the piece.  

The medium I chose to use for this project is an off white hoodie and with black vinyl applied on the front, back, and both sleeves. I stuck 

t a very simple but effective color pallet of off white and black two very contrasting colors to allow the black to really stand out and be seen. The 

black and off white are also refencing yin and yang hinting at the duality in all things.   

Starting with the front of the hoodie which has a "S" logo in the center of the chest is my logo for Successful Souls. The "S" becomes a 

symbol that represents the subjective definition of success. Keep in mind this definition will vary from person to person because everyone has 

their own interpretation of what success really means. On the sleeves of the hoodie I have placed ancient symbols that I have altered meaning 

love and war. Love runs vertically on the right side and war run in the same way on the left. These two symbols represent the duality in 

everything including the mind. To most these logos will mean nothing but in reality they allow whoever is wearing the hoodie to show there 



internal emotion on their skin. Placed on the back of the hoodie is an elephant logo illustrated by my good friend Arun Fernando. Elephants are 

symbols of strength, honor, wisdom, stability and patience to name a few. I believe the elephant is a great symbol of power/protection while 

remaining a symbol of peace/love. The elephant logo balances the hoodie sitting in the middle of the body between love and war. 
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